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As we await the next stage of the ongoing GBS saga, from a Canadian perspective it is difficult to imagine that it could be implemented as written without it leading to transformative change in Canada’s regulatory, publishing, and library environments. Whether the transformation is catastrophic or liberating or a little of both remains to be seen and will certainly be in the eyes of the beholder. As a librarian I tend to “fetishize” access (in the memorable phrase of European critic Roland Reuss) and am inclined to agree with CULC in its assertion that implementation of the GBS is a necessary first step in providing universal access to our print heritage, while providing reasonable protections for writers and content providers. I worry that “universal access” for a number of years will be limited to the United States, and that there has not been enough consideration of the research imbalance this will create, especially if institutional subscriptions are constrained in any number of ways for institutions outside the U.S. Setting aside the implications for academic research, the image of a Canadian having to travel to a U.S. public library to access a digital text of a Canadian title is both troubling and offensive. The impression left in a June 2009 meeting between Google representatives and Canadian educators and librarians that GBS implementation was at least ten years away in Canada does not offer much hope in this regard.

The only thing that is certain is that this process will not get any easier as it proceeds. I do believe, however, that the imperative of the emerging digital reality will make a resolution to the multifaceted tensions surrounding the GBS both necessary and desirable for all concerned. An outcome that only addresses English language content must be seen as a partial and interim solution.
Google has digitized 10 million books (and is proposing to digitize an additional 20 million) at a cost of c. $750 million. The immensity of the project, and the fact that Google has a five-year lead, makes it challenging for others to start viable competing projects. In consequence, a large proportion of the world’s heritage of books in digital format could be under the control of a single corporate entity, should the settlement be approved.

Monopolistic concerns also contribute to our thoughts on the pricing policy proposed in the Settlement. The economic terms for the Institutional Subscriptions Database will be governed by two objectives: (1) the realisation of revenue at market rates; and (2) the realisation of broad access by the public, including institutions of higher education. IFLA members’ recent experience has been that publishers of scientific journals have prioritised revenue generation over broad access, forcing many libraries to cancel subscriptions. If the beneficial societal effects of Google Books are to be fully realised, it is critical that the importance of broad access be given strong weight in the Settlement.

Libraries will pay an as-yet undisclosed fee to license access to the database. In view of the potential monopolistic nature of the project, and the collaborative manner in which it must be implemented, IFLA believes that libraries must have an integral role both in the establishment of pricing for the Institutional Subscriptions Database and the manner in which revenue from it is allocated to the parties, including libraries. It is unclear if libraries as consumers can negotiate on behalf of their users, and they apparently cannot negotiate access through consortial arrangements. It must therefore be possible for any library or institutional subscriber to request the court to review the pricing of services provided.

In connection to this, IFLA would like to see an emphasis on the role of libraries as providers of content, as well as users or consumers. Librarians must be involved in the policy setting process for the Book Rights Registry, because libraries serve as the contributors of content to the database, and as the primary consumers of content on behalf of their users. Libraries’ massive investments in collecting, organizing, and preserving this corpus are as essential for the project’s success as the work of the authors and publishers who created the stock in the first place.

Connected to pricing policy is an area we have a great deal of concern about, and something that libraries all over the world are contending with on a regular basis when offering access to digital resources. In copyright, contracts too often override statutory exceptions and limitations in ways that diminish users’ rights. The Settlement should, therefore, clearly state that nothing in it supersedes legislated users’ rights, including specific and general exceptions for libraries and their users, and any existing or new approaches to making orphan works accessible.

IFLA’s amicus brief also highlighted the possible censorship issues in the proposed Settlement. Google may exclude from the database 15% of scanned books that are under copyright, but out-of-print. This could exclude one million books. Google is likely to come under pressure from interest groups and even governments to exclude books that are purported to contain “undesirable” information. If Google submits, this could lead to the suppression of these books worldwide and the stifling of freedom of expression. IFLA therefore believes it is of the utmost importance that the settlement obliges Google to publish lists of books that are excluded from its services, and the reason for the exclusion.

Finally, patron privacy is such a core value for libraries that a court order is usually required to force a library to disclose individuals’ use of library resources. Some of the services to be offered under the proposed Settlement imply that Google will collect and retain information about users’ activities. However, the Settlement does not specify how users’ privacy will be protected. IFLA has urged the U.S. court to require Google to cooperate with library associations and other representatives of users’ interests to ensure that adequate measures are taken to protect personally identifiable information.

Across the pond, the European Union has been considering the implications of the Settlement, and European library organisations such as the European Bureau of Library, Information and Documentation Associations (EBDLIA), and the Association of European Research Libraries (LIBER) have produced their own position statements.1 On the September 7, 2009, IFLA, EBLIDA, and LIBER, along with other library representatives, appeared at a special hearing at the European Commission in Brussels to comment on the potential effects the settlement would have for Europe and the rest of the world. Like the other plaintiffs in the Settlement, more than six months later we are still waiting to discover the decision of Judge Denny Chin. What happens next will not only be crucial for citizens of the U.S., but also for students, scholars, and library users in the rest of the world, as the first possible steps towards access to a global digital library are either taken or held back pending further amendments.
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